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What is a male cheetah called?

A male cheetah is simply called a male cheetah. Likewise, female
cheetahs are referred to as female cheetahs. Young cheetahs are called
cubs and typically stay with their mother until they are about 1 year old.
Male cheetahs are very social animals and often live in small groups with
other males.

www.reference.com/pets-animals/male-cheetah-called-11507d5092aa1a8b
What is a male cheetah called? | Reference.com

What Is a Male Cheetah Called? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Pets & Animals › Mammals › Large Cats
A male cheetah is simply called a male cheetah. Likewise, female cheetahs are referred
to as female cheetahs. Young cheetahs are called cubs and typically stay with their
mother until they are about 1 year old.

Cheetah
The cheetah is a large cat of the subfamily
Felinae that occurs in Southern, North and
East Africa, and a few localities in Iran. The
species is IUCN Red Listed as vulnerable,
as it suffered a substantial decline in iâ€¦

Wikipedia

Speed: 69.59 mph (112 km/h) â€“ 74.56
mph (120 km/h) (In short bursts, Running)

Scientific name: Acinonyx jubatus

Weight: 46.30 pound (21 kg) â€“ 158.73
pound (72 kg) · 0.44 pound (0.20 kg) â€“
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What is a male cheetah called - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Cats (Felines) › Wild Cats › Cheetahs
A male cheetah is called a male cheetah. Male cheetahs traveltogether in groups called
coalitions. That's right, a coalitionof cheetahs..

What Is a Female Cheetah Called? | Reference.com
www.reference.com › Pets & Animals › Mammals › Large Cats
Slightly smaller than male cheetahs, females reach breeding age at 21 or 22 months and
normally birth three cubs after a three-month gestation period. The cubs are kept hidden
for about five or six weeks, until they have the stamina to â€¦

What is a male cheetah's group called - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Cats (Felines) › Wild Cats › Cheetahs
Male cheetahs travel together in groups called coalitions. That'sright, a coalition of
cheetahs..

What is a female cheetah called - wiki.answers.com
wiki.answers.com › â€¦ › Cats (Felines) › Wild Cats › Cheetahs
The same applies to the female ocelot, and female domestic cats are seldom called
anything but cats or she-cats. There is no name for â€¦

Cheetah for Kids: Learn about the ultra fast big cat.
https://www.ducksters.com/animals/cheetah.php
The female cheetah is usually smaller than the male, but there are no major differences in
appearance between the male and female cheetah. Cheetahs are smaller than the typical
big cats like the lion, tiger, leopard, and jaguar.

Male Cheetahs Are Called - tvba-chattanooga.org
www.tvba-chattanooga.org/reads-online/male-cheetahs-are-called.pdf
Document Read Online Male Cheetahs Are Called Male Cheetahs Are Called - In this
site is not the same as a answer reference book you purchase in a book

Cheetah Facts - Animal Facts Encyclopedia
www.animalfactsencyclopedia.com/Cheetah-facts.html
Male cheetahs are the more social, spending most of their lives in small groups called
"coalitions", while females live with their youngsters until they are independent and rarely
associate with adult cheetahs other than for brief breeding encounters.

A female cheetah is called - qa.answers.com
qa.answers.com › â€¦ › Cats (Felines) › Wild Cats › Lions
They are usually just called "cheetahs", but the rule of putting "ess" at the end of a
female cat's name can apply here, so a female cheetah could be called a "cheetess".

Cheetah Coalition of Males
www.cheetahspot.com/brothers.php
Cheetah in the wild may be divided into 2 groups: the family group/females and males. It
is pretty unusual for a male cheetah live alone. Generally 2 or 3 cheetah males, often â€¦

Fun Cheetah Facts for Kids - Fun Creative Activities and
...
https://www.kidsplayandcreate.com/fun-cheetah-facts-for-kids
Fun Cheetah Facts for Kids. ... Male and female cheetahs are called cheetahs. A baby
cheetah is called a cub.
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pound (72 kg) · 0.44 pound (0.20 kg) â€“

Height: 25.98 inch (66 cm) â€“ 37.01 inch
(94 cm)

Max speed: 74.56 mph (120 km/h)

Body length: 43.31 inch (110 cm) â€“ 59.06
inch (150 cm) (Head and body)
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